Did you know?

There are more than 400 manufacturers in Pasco and Hernando counties combined!

Florida TRADE Consortium

The Florida TRADE Consortium is a partnership of 12 Florida state and community colleges. The group has been awarded a $15 million grant from the U.S. Department of Labor to develop and implement technical training programs and services for displaced and unemployed workers, incumbent workers, students and returning veterans that will lead to employment in today's high-tech manufacturing market.

Florida Manufacturers are HIRING!

fltrade.org

This material was funded in whole by a $15M TAACCCT grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration.
Florida TRADE Advanced Manufacturing

High Demand Careers
Pasco-Hernando State College, partnered with 11 Florida state and community colleges, is working to end the shortage of skilled workers in Florida's manufacturing industry. Florida manufacturers employ almost 329,000 people. In 2014, the top 15 fastest growing manufacturing sectors will add nearly 13,000 new jobs in Florida.

The Florida TRADE (Transforming Resources for Accelerated Degrees and Employment) Grant has allowed us to develop a statewide training system for multilevel, high-demand jobs such as welders, machinists, and technicians in various manufacturing sectors. Aligned with the schools are more than 100 manufacturing companies who offer internship and employment opportunities. Students attending our courses and programs will become prime job candidates in the industry.

Florida TRADE Grant—Supporting you!
Supporting manufacturing!

Who benefits from the Florida TRADE Grant?
• students seeking a career
• workers who have lost their jobs
• workers who may be at risk of job loss due to foreign trade
• workers needing to update or increase skills to maintain employment
• veterans returning from service

Florida TRADE Grant programs can provide:
• short-term training targeted to specific high-demand jobs
• résumé enhancement
• updates to current skills and additional new skills
• opportunities to earn pay increases or promotions
• nationally recognized industry certification
• FREE career counseling and mentoring
• FREE job and internship placement services

Meet our partners
More than 100 companies in Florida are partnering with the Florida TRADE Consortium, and the list is growing. For a complete list, visit www.fltrade.org.

Accuform Signs
Alumi-Guard
AME International
Anexa Biomedical
Bauer Foundation Corporation
C-5 Biotechnologies
Chasco Machine & Manufacturing
Clark Dietrich Building Systems
Creative Institute of Dental Arts, Inc.
Custom Windows & Doors of Pasco
DC Morrison, inc.
—Furnishings
DC Morrison, inc.
—Designer Golf Co.
DC Morrison, inc.
—Site Essentials Co.
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